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Career Objective

To constantly challenge myself, never stop improving, and help others do the same.

Education

 Software Engineering Technologist, Conestoga College

 Bachelor of Art History, University of Guelph

Experience

 3 Years as a Platform and Desktop Developer at Igloo Software

 Approx 2 years as a Developer at SEH Computer Systems

 2 Years as an Independent Game Developer

Skills

 Extensive experience with C/C++ from working on shell extensions and enterprise insurance 
software including common libraries like MVC/COM and Boost

 Professional experience with C# both in a ASP.net web and desktop context, from working on 
Igloo's core platform, an Xbox360/PC game and office management/calendar software

 SQL and Database experience from working on Igloo's database back end, and SEH's 
professional office management and Mutual Insurance software

 Experience with Agile, and Scrum methodologies. Source control and ticket management 
applications, particularly Git, and Atlassian's suit of software (Jira, Bitbucket, Source Tree)

 Extensive work both building and using HTML web services during my time at Igloo

 Extensive experience maintaining, working with, and improving legacy code and projects from 
bug fixes to major overhauls and improvements

 Experience applying for and filling out paperwork for government grants and tax incentives, 
including applying for (and receiving) small business grants and completing SHRED paperwork

 Light JavaScript experience from fixing front end issues on the Igloo platform and templating 
engine work

 Experience making games using MonoGame, and OpenGL libraries including HLSL shader work
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Accomplishments

 Nearly singlehandedly managed and maintained Igloo's “Desktop Tool” a C++ MVC/COM shell 
extension for remotely accessing community files as though they were local files on a windows 
file system. Under my watch the Desktop product was transformed from an unusable liability, to
a high value product that was shown off regularly on sales calls. My work on this project 
included collaboration directly with other departments including senior management, customer 
support, account management, IT and sales in order to resolve customer concerns, fix bugs, and 
improve features.

 Helped expand and maintain Igloo's core C#/ASP.net platform, as well as making improvements 
across the full stack of the Igloo platform from template engine scripts to front end JavaScript 
and our Microsoft SQL database.

 My team Built the original prototype for Igloo's community themes system as part of a one 
week developer jam. Our project was then used as the blueprint to create the current themes 
system that Igloo uses. Similarly this served as the prototype for how Igloo's 3rd party integration
system would be built. 

 Following the above developer Jam I helped Build design and implement Igloo's modular 3 rd 
party integration system as part of team Ares, using the themes prototype as a first step for 
building our integration repository system.

 Worked to improve Igloo's digital security, inducing identifying major threats, resolving security 
concerns and handing emergency situations.

 I'm currently working on a scratch built game engine including developing tools like a character 
and level editor using C# and MonoGame.

 Worked on a team developing and supporting enterprise Mutual Insurance Software for SEH.

 Overhauled SEH's Minder Pro calendar system to include a windows style permissions and 
groups system.

 Designed, built, and implemented a 2D fighting game, Kings of Nevermore for Xbox360 and PC 
including managing contractors, and applying for government funding.

Interests

 Staying Active. I love skiing, particularly if I can get out west, spend a lot of time outdoors with 
my dog Saber, and I've recently been getting into rock climbing.

 Building things! Illustrations, Art, Games, Software. 


